
Intensity effects 

CASES: 

1.  1 + 12 + 36 bunches injections intensity 6*1010 

2.   1 + 12 + 36 bunches injections intensity 8*1010 

3.  1 + 12 + 36 bunches injections intensity 10-11*1010 

Observations and Conclusions: 

•  Coherent oscillations on tail bunches 

•  Oscillations are damped after injection 

•  Damping time of the oscillation increases for higher intensities 



1) 1+12+36 at slot 1501 Intensity 6*1010 

File b2 22h22_12+36 1Nov. 
-First 3 bunches nothing visible. 
-Slots 1535 and 1537 show an external transverse kick in vertical plane. 
-Tail bunches show coherent motion before and after the kick on central ones 

B1 

 In time domain: 



 In frequency domain: 



 Previous measurements corresponds to emittance measurements from 
federico: 



2)1+12+36 at slot 1501 Intensity 8*1010 

File b1 23h33_12+36 1Nov 
-First 6 bunches nothing visible. 
-Slots 1565,1569 and 1571 show “damped instability” in vertical on 1 BPM(Q7) 
only the second seems shifted(Q9) Instrument issue? 

B1 

 In time domain: 





5 minutes after nothing 

 In time domain: 



 In frequency domain: 



3)  1+12+36 at slot 1501 10-11*1010 

Same as previous  Q’= +10 both beams H/V planes 
File b1 01h16_12+36 2 Nov 
-First 6 bunches nothing visible. 
-Slots 1565,1569 and 1571 show “growing oscillations” but saturating in vertical on 1 
BPM(Q7) only the second seems shifted(Q9) Instrument issue again? 

B1 

 In time domain: 



 In frequency domain: 





2 minutes after still something 
15 minutes after nothing left 

 Nothing so visible in time domain: 

 In frequency domain: 



CASES: 

1.  1+ 12@501 +24 @1500 + 1350ns delay + 24@2500 

2.   1+ 12@501 +24 @1500 + 1000ns delay + 24@2370 

3.  1+ 12@501 +24 @1500 + 1850ns delay + 24@2700 

Observations and Conclusions: 

•  Coherent oscillations on tail bunches only when second beam in! 
•  Oscillations are damped after some minutes from injection 

•  Multiple picks for case with 1000ns spacing 

B1, B2 delay Train spacing 



1) 1+ 12@501 +24 @1500 + 1350ns delay + 24@2500 

File b1/b2 case 1... 2Nov. 
-First bunch no signal 
-Vertical oscillations 

B1, B2 1350ns 

Slot 251 



2) 1+ 12@501 +24 @1500 + 1000ns delay + 24@2370 

File b2 12h38_12_24+24... 2Nov. 
-First bunches no signal 
-Vertical oscillations only when beam 2 injected on beam 2 (no measurements 
of beam1)  
-coherent transverse oscillation damped after approx 4 minute 

B1, B2 

Slot 237 

1000ns 



3) 1+ 12@501 +24 @1500 + 1850ns delay + 24@2700 

File b2 case3.. 2Nov. 
-First bunches no signal 
-Vertical oscillations only when beam 2 injected on beam 2 (no measurements 
of beam1)  

B1, B2 

Slot 271 

1850ns 



24 bunch trains 
effects of number of 

trains 

B1 

B2 

CASES: 

1.  1+ 12@501 + 4 trains of 24 bunches B1 + 3 in B2 DAMP 
2.  1+ 12@501 + 4 trains of 24 bunches B1 + 4 in B2 losses 

Observations and Conclusions: 

•  First attempt to inject 4th train B1 beam Damped 
•  Injected 4th train B1 no problem and when injected B2 losses 

started on both beams on 3rd and 4th trains  
•  B2 Vertical Coherent oscillations on tail bunches when injected  
•  Oscillations are damped after some minutes from injection 

•  Tune shift? 



B1 

B2 

 In time domain: 

1st try injecting 4th train B1 beam was DAMPED 



 In frequency domain b1 4th train when injected and damped: 



B1 

B2 
 In time domain: 

Same as previous  Q’= +10 both beams H/V planes 



 In frequency domain b2 when injected: tune shift?? 

 After 15 minutes 



After injecting B2 4th train beams 
were loosing and emittances 
evolution as shown b2 mainly 
vertical b1 horizontal? 



B1 

B2 
 In time domain: 

Since we keep loosing we checked on B1 scillations 
mainly in Horizontal plane 



 B1 in frequency 
domain while 
beam losses 
ongoing 


